Start with a NEW Body and Chassis with Schwartz Performance
Finding a straight, unmolested muscle car or truck body to mount to your Schwartz G-Machine
Chassis is getting tougher every day. The expense and time involved in repairing body rust or
damage can easily pile up as you assemble your project. To save time, cost and distress,
consider starting with an all new body to complement your new chassis.
Schwartz Performance can provide a brand new
Dynacorn body mounted to your new G-Machine
Chassis. Dynacorn is the leader in reproduction
licensed body shells and offers a variety of Chevy
and Ford bodies. Each body is built from all brand
new sheet metal and in most areas the material is a
heavier gauge than the original! Dynacorn builds the
bodies to tighter tolerances and provides a stiffer and
better body than the original.
Schwartz is an authorized Dynacorn dealer and can
supply an all new body for a first gen Camaro or
Firebird, ’70 Chevelle, ’65-’70 Mustang or ’47-’53 Chevy truck cab mounted to your new
chassis. While they’re at it, the Schwartz team can mini-tub the new body to fit your tire/wheel
combination. You’ll be ahead of the curve with all new sheet metal to complement your brand
new chassis, plus you’ll save installation and shipping costs!
The Schwartz G-Machine chassis is a complete full-frame design that will bolt under your
classic muscle car or truck. Our efficient frame design increases rigidity and decreases weight
by replacing the steering gearbox and front end components along with the antiquated rear
suspension. Another benefit to the G-Machine chassis is that it easily accepts late model
powertrains including Ford Coyote and GM LS platforms. In In fact, Schwartz can supply
nearly any engine and transmission with your chassis!
Learn more at Schwartz G-Machine Mustang Chassis.
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Save up to $2,000 in installation/shipping costs when you order a new body and
chassis from Schwartz Performance
Schwartz will mini-tub the body to fit your tire/wheel combination
New Dynacorn bodies available include ’67-’69 Camaro and Firebird, ’70 Chevelle, ’47‘53 GM trucks and ’65-’70 Mustang
Over 20 G-Machine Chassis applications available along with late model drivetrains
from GM, Ford and Chrysler

